VISUALISATIONS OF A FUTURE CITY
MSUNDUZI
Front Cover Image: Open Session, Future Tellers Ver 2, Cultural Astronauts. 19th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Pauline Borton.

Over 25 years into our democracy, South African cities
continue to reinforce the spatial legacy of apartheid
through its spatial planning practices. While some
improvements have been made in terms of affordable
housing and transport infrastructure for example, these
efforts have done little to make cities better urban spaces
for all. With the numerous imbalances that exist in South
African society today, the Visualisation Studio’s aimed to
develop a series of visualisations that offer insights into
future city conditions based on people’s lived experiences.

Open Session:
Perspectives, 18th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative
Respondent: Tammy Palesa Stewart

Ilifindo, in collaboration with The Trinity Session, were

capturing the ideas, concerns and debates offered by

appointed by the South African Cities Network (SACN)

participants. The studios were meant to foster

to facilitate multidisciplinary workshops in 9 cities across

multidisciplinary interactions and we managed to

the country. With the guidance of local ambassadors,

engage the perspectives of students, entrepreneurs,

we identified participants from each city, to

professionals in the urban space, NGOs, city officials,

participate in online workshops. These workshops aim

artists and creative community organisers. Participants

to unearth collective images and narratives about how

were invited to three different studio experiences:

citizens imagine their cities and urban spaces

Introductory Sessions, Open Sessions, and One to One

functioning in the future. Through a combination of

Sessions. Each studio was curated to extract rich

personal experiences of small and large-scale urban

content related to the topic of discussion, or to draw

realities, the goal was to develop a series of multi-

out a series of commonalities.

layered, perhaps even contradictory visual responses
from the diverse users that inhabit our cities.

The resulting visualisations, their summaries and an
online exhibition curate some of the highlighted

Due to the Covid-19 conditions of social distancing, all

content which contain rich narratives and complex

interactions took place via various online platforms and

data with the potential to influence future design.

applications. During the period of June – Sept 2020
several online engagements took place per city, where

This document contains visualisations for the city:

individuals and groups collaborated in time-controlled

Msunduzi

studios. During these sessions, between one to four
creative respondents were visually documenting and

Visualisation Studio Information:
Intro Session
Intro Sessions served to introduce the participants to

Session Type

Date

Respondents &
Visualisations

Intro Session 1

13th Aug 2020

2

Intro Session 2

14th Aug 2020

2

Open Session 1
Perspectives

18th Aug 2020

3

Open Session 2
Future Tellers Ver 2:
Cultural Astronauts

19th Aug 2020

3

the sessions in more detail. These sessions
encouraged an abstract analysis of their current
cities, using sensory experiences and descriptive
techniques to address issues. These outcomes served
as the foundation for building a new city vision upon
which the future cities' attributes were explored indepth, as well as solutions sought for constructing this
vision.

Open Session
Open Sessions invited participants to explore
concepts brought up in the intro sessions in depth.
Each open session had a specific theme or problem
area that was discussed. The open sessions
encouraged an interactive, participatory approach.
Each session was carefully themed and researched.
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Connected City

City of Converging Cultures

MSUNDUZI VISUALISATIONS

A Re - Purposed City

A City above Chaos

Noisy City
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MSUNDUZI
Intro Session 1 & 2, 13th and 14th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Ciara Sturwig.

Visualisation Studio

A Re - Purposed City
Msunduzi
Exploring ideas of mapping, assembly and labelling, this
visualisation is constructed in response to layered conversations.
Grids are not just roads but about establishing connections
between people and cultures, bridges are not just about
bypassing but creating accessibility.
This drawing started off as a simple map showing some of the
main transit areas used by participants and noteworthy
locations. As the conversation continued, the map became
layered with text in the form of street names as a way of
recording the current state of the city as well as projected
desires for the future city.

Intro Session 1 & 2, 13th and 14th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations.
Creative Respondent: Ciara Sturwig.
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Intro Session 1 & 2, 13th and 14th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Ciara Sturwig.

A RE-PURPOSED CITY - MSUNDUZI

Methods and Techniques

•

Exploring ideas of mapping, assembly and

•

‘undesirable’ elements, such as landfills or

labelling, this visualisation is constructed in

congestion) were inscribed on the map on vacant

response to layered conversations. Grids are not

land outside of the city. As the visualisation

just roads but about connections between people

progressed, these elements were used as the

and cultures, bridges are not just about bypassing

foundation for something new and were then

but creating accessibility.
•

covered over with constructions (like parks or

This visualisation was created during the intro

education centres).

session, which began by looking at a virtual map
of the city and ‘’picking up’’ participants from

•

to ‘fast track’’ their development

of topography and grids which became the
panels.
•

This drawing started as a simple map showing
some of the main transit areas and significant
locations for the participants. As the conversation
continued it became layered with text in the form
of street names as a way of recording the current
state of the city as well as projected desires for the
future city.

A RE-PURPOSED CITY - MSUNDUZI

New additions were placed on the maps near
highways and main routes as a metaphorical way

their various locations. The city is viewed as layers
departure point for drawing on the wooden

Some of these notations (for example the list of

•

I had a selection of salvaged wooden blocks and
shavings on hand to use as materials. Often when
we think about building for the future, we think of
demolishing everything and starting from scratch.
With these materials I wanted to explore the
concept of taking what was already there and
repurposing it.

•

Some building blocks are clad with more wood

added, for local access, job creation, and to help

CBD that participants wished were put to use as

with youth empowerment.

Homeless children and their future became a
point of discussion during the session prompting
the inclusion of new homes and social services for
these children. A bridge creates an access point
for these children to libraries and schools.

•

More businesses and industrial buildings were

and repurposed to represent the buildings in the
opposed to sitting vacantly.
•

•

The Riverfront was expanded in the visualisation to
create accessibility to nature and areas where

•

I recorded the wishes for the future city that
participants made as new road names such as
"Inclusive Sports Avenue" and "Batho Pele
Boulevard." There is a power in naming things,
reflected in the ongoing road-renaming projects
in our cities. It is an effective starting point for
seeing change.

people could walk. A sports and health centre
was conveniently placed nearby.
•

An art centre that could provide skills
development and training was placed over the
‘’undesirables’’ listed at the beginning of the
workshop.

A RE-PURPOSED CITY - MSUNDUZI

Suggested Titles
• Batho Pele Boulevard
(as per requests from the sessions)
• Inclusive Sport Avenue
(as per requests from the sessions)

Main Issues from the session
Things to remove:

Wishes (New additions):
•

Genuine implementation of Batho

•

Landfill site, results in fires and toxic fumes.

•

Pollution and litter.

•

Congestion and traffic.

•

Honesty and Integrity.

•

Street vendors.

•

Safety – eliminating petty theft, being able to

•

Poverty.

•

Hostility.

•

Children living on the streets.

Pele principles.

walk in and around the city.
•

Youth employment, jobs for graduates.

•

ICT, especially in the CBD and Scottsville.

•

Relevant industry growth – the city relies too
heavily on industries in Durban.

Things to have more of (Foundation Elements):
•

Beautiful landscapes, fresh air.

•

A Riverfront area.

•

Sporting events, restaurants and entertainment

•

Revamping old buildings.

centres.
Personality of the city:

•

Local businesses.

•

Humanity and respect.

•

Efficient and progressive.

•

Game reserves.

•

Accountable and Fair.

•

By-law enforcement.

•

Well connected.

•

Cultures and creatives mixing.

•

Innovative.

•

More NGO’s and involvement from residents.

•

Safe, clean and modern.

•

Shelters for orphans.

•

Community-centred.

A RE-PURPOSED CITY - MSUNDUZI

Hierarchy of needs
(how do we define what is most
pivotal to begin with):

• Less pollution. Landscaping and the
development of natural spaces.
• Shelters for the homeless and street children.
• Food security.
• ICT and Wi-Fi.
• Education and access to cultural resources.
• Better integration of people
and city facilities.

Intro Session 1 & 2, 13th and 14th Aug 2020.
Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations.
Creative Respondent: Ciara Sturwig

A RE-PURPOSED CITY - MSUNDUZI

Participatory Exhibition

Visual References extracted from the internet.

• Still image, installation. See visual
examples:

• The structure could be reproduced on a
larger scale allowing exhibition
participants the opportunity to move
around in the new city space.
• A 'skeleton' map could be provided upon
which participants could mark the new

Outdoor Chess set

Artist Mona Hatoum

routes they imagined taking through the
city.
• Salvaged materials could be provided for
participants to add to the city, playing on
the idea of building on what already
exists.
• Structures could remain unfixed so that
participants could move them, like chess
pieces, allowing the city to evolve or
morph.

A RE-PURPOSED CITY - MSUNDUZI

https://www.archdaily.com/922760/flatpark-installation-public-city-architecture
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Open Session: Perspectives, 18th Aug 2020 . Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Tammy Palesa Stewart
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Visualisation Studio

A Noisy City
Msunduzi

This visualisation is a multimedia collage
which manifests an abstracted map of the
city. Building on existing features that are
cut up and drawn in to create a new
configuration for the space in relation to
discussions that arose during the session.

Open Session: Perspectives, 18th Aug 2020 . Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations.
Creative Respondent: Tammy Palesa Stewart
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A NOISY CITY - MSUNDUZI

Methods and Techniques:
my visualisation to represent areas of the city that
• This visualisation is a multimedia collage, using labels

need to be more connected. I use the yellow lines

from printed Google Street Maps drawn on with

again alongside stronger red and black lines, to

pens, markers, tipex, and acrylic ink.

represent a disconnection or barrier between the city

• The intention was to create an abstracted map of

and green spaces.

the city, which builds on existing features that are cut
up and drawn into to create a new configuration for

• The group also discussed the need for green spaces

the space in relation to discussions that arose during

and parks, so I cut up names of existing suburbs in

the session.

the city that leant to this concept; such as the
botanical gardens, hills, and meadows.

• I started with the CBD as the centre of my map and
built up the visualisation on the periphery around this
centre.
• As people discussed specific areas of their city, such
as the N3 Highway or the Msunduzi river, I would cut
these features out of the maps and arrange them in
the collage, drawing more details into them and
connecting them to the conversation.
• I used creative license on some parts of the map, for
example, highways are represented as yellow lines
on Google Maps, so I used yellow lines throughout

A NOISY CITY - MSUNDUZI

Suggested Titles:
•

A noisy city

•

An overwhelming city

Main Issues from the session:

• Individuals cannot argue with or force other
residents to wear face masks, a requirement in place

• The city centre is congested, there is a need for
more space (for vehicles and pedestrians).
• Getting to other parts of the city and the outskirts is
difficult, so there should be more highways and
connecting paths.
• Cars, people, construction work and litter make the
city noisy and busy. Calm and quiet spaces are
needed to recuperate from the intensity of the city.
The already existing green spaces in the city are

for the protection against Covid-19. The individuals
feel helpless because they have no power in these
situations.
• Recycling facilities need to be available in all areas
of the city. The city also needs more dustbins and
pedestrians need to take responsibility to use them.
• If people have more pride and a sense of ownership
for the city, they will try harder to take care of it.
• There could be skills centres teaching people how to

polluted with noise which drains peoples energy

make products out of recyclable objects to

before they get a chance to appreciate the beauty

merchandise, creating an opportunity to generate

in the area.

an income.

• Need a renewal and beautification of the city
centre; there are lots of empty buildings as
businesses move out of the CBD. There’s lots of litter
and urine, old buildings need to be renovated.
• Residents are taking responsibility to take care of
their neighbourhoods which should be the
municipality’s responsibility.
• The landfill site is mismanaged, it caught fire and
caused more pollution.

A NOISY CITY - MSUNDUZI

• Make spaces more user friendly; it should be easy to
navigate the city.
• Create certain business districts, such as a fashion
area or an electronics area.
• The Msunduzi river is not appreciated, it is often used
as a dumping site.
• International mountain biking competitions are
hosted here, but the residents don’t know about it. It
needs to be advertised more.

Participatory Exhibition:
•

People could have print outs of maps and
generic architectural features, such as gardens,
apartment blocks, shopping malls, roads,
streetlights etc; which they could then cut out
and pin onto a much larger map. This map
would become a vision board.

•

In this way they’d be able to place a park in the
city centre, or an apartment block next to the
river, or good schools on the outskirts of the city.

Possible alternative forms:

Spaza Art Gallery

• This collage could be redesigned into a stylised
map of the city, with annotated notes throughout.
• This map could then be used as a poster, postcard,
information board, or folded up into a pamphlet.

Quotes from the session:
(Msunduzi Open Studio: Perspectives, 18 Aug 2020)
•

The quietness within me kills my energy

•

Msunduzi river is the heart of the city

•

The city overpowers the nature

A NOISY CITY - MSUNDUZI

Visual references extracted from the internet.
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Msunduzi Intro Session 1 & 2, 13th and 14th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations.
Creative Respondent: Tammy Palesa Stewart

Visualisation Studio

Connected City
Msunduzi

This piece was built during two introductory
sessions. The blue and green elements were
created on the first day, then the red and
orange elements were added on the second
day. The 'hanging' aspect of the piece
creates a sense of fluidity and the changing,
adaptive, nature of a city.

Msunduzi Intro Session 1 & 2, 13th and 14th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations.
Creative Respondent: Tammy Palesa Stewart
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Method and Techniques:
•

This piece was built up over two introductory

Main Issues from the session:
•

sessions.
•

•

produced a higher than normal level of toxic fumes.

The blue and green elements were created on the

•

Taxi ranks are hot, smelly and unpleasant.

first day, then the red and orange elements were

•

There is pollution and litter throughout the city.

added on the second day.

•

Traffic congestion is a problem, especially around

The first session’s construction was built along a
single line for the next session, more perpendicular

peak times when people travel to and from work.
•

lines were added to give the mobile volume and to
allow it to occupy more space.
•

Poverty leads to petty theft which is a threat to
public safety.

•

Corrupt leaders and public workers leads to

For the backbone elements (white square paper

wasteful expenditure with projects never reaching

and black string), I tried to connect each piece to

completion or even implementation. The

a previous concept that it is related to, so that

community should be involved in public decisions.

connectivity through all the concepts is achieved.

•

Landfill sites near the city recently caught fire which

•

Not enough public by-law enforcement, for

For example, the backbone of Data is connected

example, taxis and motorists disregard the rules of

to the wish for 5G Wi-Fi.

the road with no legal consequences.

The hanging nature of the piece creates a sense of

•

Graduates need more job opportunities.

fluidity relating to the changing, adaptive nature of

•

Wi-Fi should be free to enable connectivity and

a city

online opportunities. The government should place
some of their basic services online, such as applying
for and collecting UIF grants.

CONNECTED CITY - MSUNDUZI

Participatory exhibition:
• This display could be rebuilt in an exhibition space and
we could provide visitors with the materials to contribute
their views to a mobile of the city.
• For example, a box of grey papers could be provided
labelled: Which parts of your city would you like to get
rid of?
• Then another box of round green pieces of paper

Two people in a room of rainbow coloured hanging
elements: https://www.emmanuellemoureaux.com/colormixing

labelled: Which part of your city would you like more of?
And so on.
• Then people can contribute to the artwork in their own
time, and read other peoples responses. The end result
would be a huge mobile with a lot of information that
people can walk under being able to touch each
piece. The more layers that are added, the more
encompassing the piece will be.

Steel strips hanging from the ceiling:
https://www.dezeen.com/2016/06/02/venice-architecturebiennale-2016-recycled-waste-exhibition-entrancesalejandro-aravena/

CONNECTED CITY - MSUNDUZI

Possible alternative forms:
•

On a larger scale, the pieces of paper can change
size depending on what they represent, for example,
the negative aspects of the city can be written on tiny
pieces of paper, and the dreams could be written on
large pieces of paper.

•

This mobile hangs downwards, so a corresponding
artwork could be built from the ground up using dowel
sticks. This structure could meet in the middle like
stalagmites and stalactites in a cave. The areas where
they overlap would create a new layer to the
visualisation.

•

This piece should be installed outdoors allowing more
chance for movement.

•

It could also extend out horizontally. For example, the
core structure would be in the centre, and as people’s
dreams and visions get more ambitious and specific,
strings can be drawn from the centre structure
stretching out to tie onto surrounding trees, furniture or
other structures.

CONNECTED CITY - MSUNDUZI

https://www.triposo.com/poi/T__134b327295e3

Msunduzi Intro Session 1 & 2, 13th and 14th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Tammy Palesa Stewart.
Fabric scraps/ post it notes: Describe the personality of your city
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Fabric scraps/ post it notes: Describe the personality of your city

CONNECTED CITY - MSUNDUZI

Materials/ Key:

White and red square paper, black string: What structures/systems would
you put in place to support the new city? What is the backbone?

A CONNECTED CITY - MSUNDUZI

Orange square paper: Wishes for your future city

Red string loops and pink square pieces of paper, green square pieces of paper: what new aspects would you like to add to your city?

A CONNECTED CITY - MSUNDUZI

Triangular white pieces of paper on cable ties with black marker: Capture
aspects of your city that already exist.

A CONNECTED CITY - MSUNDUZI

Blue and yellow round pieces of paper: Aspects of your city that already
exist that you’d like to multiply.
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Visualisation Studio

City of Converging Cultures
Msunduzi

The artwork developed throughout the session visually represents
converging lines and cultural practices. A celebration of cultural
melting pots was a core consideration for a successful future city.
A breakdown of outcomes from the session show practical
solutions for an imagined future city with various types of spaces,
specific types of infrastructure and modes of thinking.

Open Session, Future Tellers Ver 2, Cultural Astronauts. 19th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Pauline Borton.

of worship/ cultural practices and nationality. We

Main topics and issues raised during session:

discussed if certain tangible items were used in
•
•
•

•

•

•

This session was called Future Tellers Ver 2: *Cultural

contemporary practice. We discussed *how these

Astronauts.

items would operate in a future city.

Participants were asked to think about their

•

The discussion evolved into the participants

culture, heritage, history and background.

expressing the need for specific spaces for cultural

In relation to this, they were also asked to discuss

practices, where diverse groups of people could

*intangible items, such as proverbs, dances or

gather and learn about each others' practices

songs, from their cultures that they would like have

generating a sense of respect across the

recorded/ shared via the *golden record.

complexities of culture. These would be spaces

Items/ thoughts were placed in the *imaginary tea

where cultural diversity could be celebrated and

cup. The intangible items revealed commonalities

shared, with the aim being to develop a more

and communal activities that centered around

inclusive city, embracing differences. On the other

culture, heritage and personal histories.

hand, respecting everyone’s personal preferences,

Tangible aspects were presented by way of

space and homes as areas of worship was

drawings, artefacts and found objects at home.

deemed equally as important. A balance

These tangible aspects represented culture. Some

between the two would be needed. The last area

people found responding to questions of culture

of discussion was about how we could preserve

difficult as they did not have specific cultural

and protect aspects of culture so that they would

practices, like group practices or religions, so

still be with us in the future but in a more

instead focus was placed on nationality.

sustainable way. A *sustainable way of preserving

The tangible items revealed commonalities, or

culture in the future was symbolically represented

communal activities that centered around places

in the ozone layer elements.

CITY OF CONVERGING CULTURES - MSUNDUZI

Methods and Techniques

• From here we explored the meanings behind
each tangible and intangible item and

• A specific set was designed and created to

discussed what kinds of *spaces these could

accommodate findings (a galaxy of tea cups,

occupy in the city, and how these spaces/

future planets/ stars and a massive tea cup

items would behave. This feedback was

vessel for readings). A huge black orb represents

captured in various notes added to those from

a new city surface/ map and correlates visually

the teacup. As the discussion evolved, I drew

with the golden record concepts.

contour lines around each note’s shape, which

• Intangible items are recorded on yellow ‘stars’

created a new map for a future city, or

which are stuck onto the tea cup galaxy. Yellow

interlocking shapes that represented

represents golden records and the stars/

commonalities and converging multipurpose

diamond shapes are bright shining sign posts of

cultural spaces. The entire map is ‘protected’

special places/ activities for the future.

with an ozone layer made up of expressive mark

• I ‘collect’ the *intangible and tangible items

making generated in tandem with the

related to culture on predominantly blue, purple

participants responses. A *sustainable way of

and lilac paper shapes which are then placed

preserving culture in the future was symbolically

into the makeshift tea cup. The tea cup

represented in the ozone layer elements.

becomes a metaphor for the *golden record/
space ship travelling into a new future. This is
performed during the session and eventually the
tea cup is emptied out onto the black orb/ new
planet/ new terrain.

CITY OF CONVERGING CULTURES - MSUNDUZI

Information about this
visualisation informs the
following supporting artworks:
The Wonder Tree & The Universe
of Unlimited Open Space

Post studio images inspired by the way astronomers map new galaxies and planets:

The flying tea cup transporting future dreams

CITY OF CONVERGING CULTURES - MSUNDUZI

Collecting notes

Material/ key

Singing Together

Stories/Folk Tales

Show Case Spaces

Interactive Museums

CITY OF CONVERGING CULTURES - MSUNDUZI

Hymns & Belonging

Houses for Ancestors

Open Air Museums

Rhymes and Repairs

Open Session, Future Tellers Ver 2, Cultural Astronauts. 19th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Pauline Borton.
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*Tangible aspects

Shield and stick for stick
fighting, stick fighting is
a sport and game.
Clay pots and calabash
for cultural events and
the rondavel as
infrastructure. Building
structures for ancestors.
South African Flag: nationality as
culture.

Decorative artworks associated with
specific cultural practices, special
days, rituals (weddings). Coloured
powder/ grains/ rice become
temporary artworks, getting washed
away with the rain. Certain flowers
hold representative meanings.

CITY OF CONVERGING CULTURES - MSUNDUZI

Prayer Places/ Temples.

*how the items operate in the future city
Strong architectural features integrated into
*intangible items
• Hymns: passed down through generations,
these may have been passed on in a
language that we never understood as
children, but they still bring on a sense of
peace.

future design, like rondavels
•

Snake challenge – overpriced protests.

•

Integration of Zulu traditions into modern
designs.

•

consider rondavels built with bricks – a

• Stories/ folktales: Zulu culture provides short
stories with lessons attached to them. An
example would be the boy who cried wolf.

modern take as it uses modern materials.
•

like those in Lesotho for example. These can

Humpty Dumpty
one does not know what they mean, it’s the
action of singing together as a group that
brings people together.

The youth should be asked how to make
cultural aspects more fun (cultural blankets,

• Nursery Rhymes: childhood songs, like
• Songs: songs in different languages, even if

Traditional rondavels are not very stable, so

be seen on fashion runways).
•

Use fashion to keep culture relevant to the
youth (which may be a temporary solution
as it is often considered a passing fad).
Antiques are timeless...can we make our
cultural traditions timeless, maintaining
relevance for future generations?

CITY OF CONVERGING CULTURES - MSUNDUZI

*sustainable way of preserving culture
•

Formal crafting centres to teach specific skills
associated with cultural practice.

•

Creative ways of modernising certain cultural
practices and keeping them relevant.

•

Sessions, such as the ones hosted by Visualisation
Studios, are a good example of modernised

Protective Ozone Layer

conversations and accessible ways to reach
more people with conversations about culture.
•

Demonstration sessions/ baking classes – done
from the comfort of one’s home online.

•

Focusing on 2 -3 topics within each culture, such
as dancing, storytelling (words) and movement
classes. Musical instruments are important – how
music connects us and includes modes of
storytelling.

•

Oral history circles: passing down of traditions
through generations.

CITY OF CONVERGING CULTURES - MSUNDUZI

•

Always involve the community in the planning process, always involve the community to
create an understanding of the shared responsibility around protecting culture.

•

Knowledge sharing should begin at a young age.

•

Ongoing educational sessions with the public.

•

Partnerships are important.

• ‘’It’s quite futuristic to imagine grandparents telling us stories on Zoom’’ – Tammy PalesaStewart.
• Everyone should protect culture and practice collective care.
• Share, Show and Tell Spaces – Open Space/ Open Park

CITY OF CONVERGING CULTURES - MSUNDUZI

Converging lines represent the commonalities:
• A gathering space
• A collective space
• A communal space
• Converging lines
• Lines interconnected and
never-ending

The future has a dedicated
archive for cultural preservation.

‘’Everything that has value is given value by people, provided we value our
cultural traditions/ practices we will maintain our culture. We may keep the
positive practices and let the negative fall away, remnants of the past will
always remain. (Lwasi, Open Session: Future Tellers, Cultural Astronauts.)

CITY OF CONVERGING CULTURES - MSUNDUZI

*how the items operate in the future city
Structures that commemorate our nationality:
• Museums in the future would be more visual and
interactive.
• Use of digital interfaces/ screens/ videos and sound
instillations.
• Transform existing museums.

• Contemporary-takes on story telling, such as graffiti,
or mark making across the city in public spaces.
• Multiple public artworks that share the story of culture
across the city.
• Open Air Museums, moving away from one main
museum.

• Architectural Styles: add decorations or signifiers that

• Sharing knowledge about culture should not be

showcase all the different cultures present in the city.

limited to only museums, it should be accessible,

• A new planetary museum could contain holograms
as well as actual objects.

embrace the everyday and be visible on daily
journeys.

Alternatives to the Museum Structure:

Places of worship in the Home

• Integrate culture into architecture as a norm,

• Places of worship/ religion are very personal spaces.

integrate aspects of different cultures in buildings.
• Showcasing and sharing history should be presented

• Home temples provide personal space. It could be a
dedicated room or space.

in original forms, as well as digital forms. The physical/

• Existing temples remain for special usage.

tangible artefact is as important as the technology

• Everyone feels more comfortable in their own home.

driven exhibition.

• Personal preferences need to be considered; options
need to be given for how to practice.

CITY OF CONVERGING CULTURES - MSUNDUZI

How to make decorative cultural motifs accessible to

*how the items operate in the future city

everyone, how can this be translated into public space:
• Each motif has a special meaning.

Temples/ prayer places, what significance does the

• It is very difficult to breakaway from traditional modes

physical form have in the future:

of thinking. The more you try to adapt a cultural

• With the Covid-19 pandemic, a new standard has

aspect, the more watered down the practice

been set for the future in terms of public gatherings.
• Online gatherings may become a normal way of
celebrating religion.
• Religions may be celebrated via TV shows and social
media.
• Cultural practices will consider more interactive ways of
gathering. More intimate gatherings via Zoom, in
smaller groups, make gatherings less intimidating. These
platforms help with feelings associated with being lost
in a crowd.
• Online platforms focus more on content and
interaction, as opposed to how people appear. People
would feel more comfortable attending from home,
less pressured.
• Cultural practice from home is less commercialised,
enabling people to focus on their own personal goals.

becomes, therefore motifs should be kept to the
spaces they were intended to be in.
• Consider an overall knowledge sharing structure, story
sharing between religions/ cultural practices in open
spaces.
How can culture be represented in public spaces
(consider malls, shopping areas):
• A public space where you get to showcase your
culture.
• Allocated areas for showcasing cultures and diversity,
like a show and tell.
• A regular event.
• Multi - disciplinary planning practices with the
involvement of architects, engineers, some of the older
generation so that knowledge can be shared.
• Consider Apartheid aspects – integrated spatial
planning as opposed to apartheid spatial planning.

CITY OF CONVERGING CULTURES - MSUNDUZI

Possible alternative forms:
• Create an auditory artwork – make the golden
record.
• Light lines – light drawings across the city or specific
spaces, could be low tech using fairy lights.
• Special meditative mazes in public space as markers

• A cultural food sharing event that also develops
design outcomes such as the spice drawings
represented on following pages.
• Pick one colour campaign – ask everyone to submit

or everyone makes their own maze at home and

something from their culture in this specific colour

shares images/ meanings.

pallet, the outcome would be visually cohesive

• Integrate cultural signifiers onto buildings from
designs.
• Example: Michael Jantzen‘s “Mysterious

(colour being the common thread) but the narratives
reflective of diversity.
• Public performance/ a collective mark-making

Monuments”, a series of public art proposals that

process that highlights or demarcates special

have no actual meaning behind them, but are

collaborative spaces.

designed “to inspire stories in the minds of the visitors
about the meaning behind the construction.” The

• Converging line sculptures – complexity depends on
the material, site and ages of participants.

designer is known for blending elements of
architecture with sustainable design and fine art. The
status of this series, in particular, is unfortunately
“unbuilt”.

CITY OF CONVERGING CULTURES - MSUNDUZI
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Participatory Exhibition:
• Photographic exhibitions/ collages.
• Tea cup instillation.
• Fortune Tellers tents or spaces for conversation.
• Spheres of light across the city/ light installation/ a
simple fairy light installation.
• Colouring books – sharing knowledge about
decorative practices.
• Sand art/ mandalas in public spaces.
• Dress up party/ cultural day.
• Intangible heritage lists; what we believe is worth
preserving.
• #Iamafutureteller storytelling campaign.
• Traditional games/ circular modes of collecting
and representing data.
• Cartography practices.
• Design a building that represents your culture, such
as a dancing building.
• A fashion show of cultural identity.
• A tour of temples and prayer places across the
city.

CITY OF CONVERGING CULTURES - MSUNDUZI

Michael Jantzen‘s “Mysterious Monuments” series of public art
proposals have no actual meaning behind them, but are
designed “to inspire stories in the minds of the visitors about
the meaning behind the construction: Text and image
extracted from: https://hifructose.com/tag/architecture/
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Visualisation Studio

A City Above Chaos
Msunduzi
Throughout the session images from found
materials were cut out and collaged with the
addition of drawings to represent the different
concepts that were raised by participants during
the visualisation. Things that were considered are
the dividing lines or borders in the city and how to
better form connections between people and the
city.
Photocopied structural elements and various
printed textures formed the basis of the
visualisation: a river and a highway overpass.

Open Session, Perspectives, 18th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative
Respondent: Ciara Sturwig

Methods and Techniques:
Drawing and collaged found material represent the
different concepts that were raised by participants in
this visualisation.
•

This session asked participants to consider things
that could be dividing lines or borders in the city.
They were also asked to consider what formed
connections, bringing the people and city
together.

•

From this conversation, the N3 highway and the
Duzi river were identified as being both borders and

•

Participants were asked to go into their spaces and
find a few objects that illustrate themselves within
the city. Some objects included:
o

within the city.
o

city. The river cuts through the city but is also a
place of gathering and activity.
•

Using photocopied structural elements and various
printed textures, I began cutting and collaging
pieces that formed the basis of the visualisation: a
river, and a highway overpass.

A CITY ABOVE CHAOS - MSUNDUZI

A ruler – to build a bridge over the congested
areas and expand access into spaces.

o

Headphones – to block out the noise and
confusion of the city streets and

connectors. The highway divides communities and
limits accessibility but it also brings people to the

Housekeys – representing one’s own place

disconnection from people.
o

Oil burner – trying to find a place of
relaxation and escape.

o

Cat sculpture – for the animal shelters and
other places in the city that are inaccessible
or unsafe to visit.

•

I collaged and drew these objects into the

•

collage to create a space for grounding. I started

visualisation where they became construction

writing what the participants were struggling with

elements to build the city, support the bridge, and

and trying to get away from, these elements all

expand the riverfront.
•

seemed to accumulate under the bridge.

The conversation then went a little deeper into
where participants felt there were serious
problems. Once again, the landfill site and recent
fires were brought up as a major issue. It went from
award winning to utterly mismanaged. Recent

The contour map and map-pin was added to the

•

The landfill was represented under the bridge in
the visualisation as it seemed to physically and
metaphorically suit ’under-bridge’ conditions. A
proposed solution was to have a recycling factory
that can recycle just about anything, educate

fires at the landfill caused toxic smoke and

people about waste and its management, and

demands have been made for the site to be

become a place for job creation and skills sharing.

closed.

Poor city management was identified. Suggestions
to remedy this included imposing fines on people
who litter, changing behaviour and creating
environmental awareness.

A CITY ABOVE CHAOS - MSUNDUZI

Main issues from the session:

main composition of this visualisation resembles
a bridge that is lifting the city above the chaos.

•

A discussion about the difficulties travelling to

Suggested Titles:

work during Covid-19, when taxi drivers and
passengers refuse to wear masks, became a

• Lifting the city above the chaos.

much deeper conversation about how so many

• An overpowering city.

in the city feel disempowered, detached, and
voiceless. There is no respect for places in the
city as there is no sense of ownership.
•

The chaos in the city is overpowering nature
and beauty, so wishes for the future include civil

Participatory Exhibition:
The creation of still image or mural.Building the
metaphorical bridge above “troubled waters”.

society and government working together to
organise, clean up and add infrastructure to
the inner city. Participants want to see the
riverfront areas cleaned up and made safe so
they can utilise the outdoor areas to get respite
from the city.
•

The freeway and river became the starting
point to organically grow the city as the
conversation happened, and in hindsight the

A CITY ABOVE CHAOS - MSUNDUZI

Visual references
extracted from the
internet.
https://sheetmusicfree.com/bridge-overtroubled-water-sheetmusic-simon-andgarfunkel/

Maricel Delgado,
Allá/ lá bas / dort
(2010). https://
centrodelaimagen
.edu.pe/content/
maricel-delgado

High Above the Ground.
Khas Faculty of Art and
Design. https://twitter.com/
tamirhanearch/status/
1265713294226186240/
photo/1

SUPPORTING VISUALISATIONS OF A FUTURE CITY
MSUNDUZI

The Storyboard

City of Wishes

Text to Colour

SUPPORTING VISUALS - MSUNDUZI

The Universe of Limited Space

A CITY OF WISHES
MSUNDUZI

A CITY OF WISHES
MSUNDUZI
Intro Session 1 & 2, 13th and 14th Aug 2020.Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Marcus Neustetter
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Visualisation Studio

A City of Wishes
Msunduzi

This visualisation is depicted through a
layering of notes and wishes that were
raised during participants’ conversations.
The black paper is reminiscent of a
chalkboard. Colour pencils and paint
markers were used to write, draw and
highlight. The personality and broader
concepts of the city were discussed,
resulting in specific wishes that were written
onto the paper. Smudged words reflect
aspects of the city that participants
determined should be removed.

Intro Session 1 & 2, 13th and 14th Aug 2020.Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations.
Creative Respondent: Marcus Neustetter

Intro Session 1 & 2, 13th and 14th Aug 2020.Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Marcus Neustetter
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Method and Techniques:
• This visualisation of a layering of notes that capture
a conversational journey and ideas raised in the
session.
• Working on a black surface stimulated a chalk
board
• Notes are a layered capturing of the
conversations
• Colour pencils and paint markers were used to
write, draw and highlight.

Suggested titles:
• A city of wishes
• Noted

Participatory exhibition:
• The visualisation could be presented as a single
image to compliment other visualisations. Enlarged
sections could draw focus to different ideas.
Grouped areas of the map should be shown.

CITY OF WISHES – MSUNDUZI

Main topics and issues raised during session:
• The personality of our future city.
• Connected localised nodes with ripple
effects.
• Connected concepts and ideas.
• Sites of our city that require reflection.
• What do we need to do? How will we get that
personality?
• Smudged words reflect what we want to
remove from the city.
• Broad concepts of what we want in our city.
• Specific wishes of what we want to see
happen.

Material/ Key:

Detail/ close ups.

Smudged words of what we want to remove form the city.

CITY OF WISHES – MSUNDUZI

Material/ Key:

The personality of our future city.

CITY OF WISHES – MSUNDUZI

Material/ Key:

Specific wishes of what we want to see happen.

CITY OF WISHES – MSUNDUZI

Material/ Key:

Broad concepts of what we want in our city.

CITY OF WISHES – MSUNDUZI

Material/ Key:

Sites of our city that require reflection.

CITY OF WISHES – MSUNDUZI

Material/ Key:

Connected concepts and ideas.

CITY OF WISHES – MSUNDUZI

Material/ Key:

Connected localized nodes with ripple effects.

CITY OF WISHES – MSUNDUZI
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THE STORYBOARD
MSUNDUZI
Intro Session 1 & 2, 13th and 14th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Marcus Neustetter

Visualisation Studio

The Storyboard
Msunduzi

Watercolour paints were used to quickly
capture ideas and concepts mentioned by
the participants during the session.
Single concepts are captured in small
illustrations that represent larger concepts
and discussions. These individual elements
compose a larger narrative when
juxtaposed with each other and create an
endless combination of readings. Much like
the session, ideas play off each other and
create new readings in their juxtapositions.

Intro Session 1 & 2, 13th and 14th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations.
Creative Respondent: Marcus Neustetter
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THE STORYBOARD – MSUNDUZI

Method and Techniques:
• Watercolour as a medium can be worked with

• Please see topics listed under The City of Chaos.

quickly and was used to capture ideas and
sentiments.
• Written notes were added to outline clear concepts

Possible alternative forms:
• Each card as a fridge magnet in order to easily

and create clues referring to the watercolour

rearrange them. Allow participants to write their own

paintings.

narrative through rearranging, then adding to blank

• Small cards were added to create focal points,
capturing single concepts.
• The intention was to create something that can be

cards. Make a deck of cards to create a game with
simple rules for participatory playing and adding to
them.

read quickly and easily interpreted.
• The combination of the cards create a journey or
larger idea depending on how one presents and
orders them.
• Much like the session, ideas play off each other and
create new readings in their juxtapositions.

Participatory exhibition:
• Still images with captions of each image, a selection
or the full set.
• A pack of cards for reconfiguring and interpreting.
Present the 16 drawings as a grid of cards that can
be rearranged.

Main topics and issues raised during session:
• Single concepts are captured in small illustrations that

• Possibly make a stop frame animation of the cards
moving and rearranging.

represent larger concepts and discussions. These

• Enlarge each one individually.

individual elements compose a larger narrative when

• Rearrangement allows for the creation of new

juxtaposed with each other and create an endless
combination of readings.

THE STORYBOARD – MSUNDUZI

sentences, ideas and stories.

Notes on each card and a summary of the session:

Depressing city center, from
bad to worse. Empty buildings,
business is moving out. Dirt,
litter, ruin, smell - no-one wants

Landfill site management

to go there. Change the

issues - Fires, smog, toxic

buildings, address their derelict

fumes, choking, demand for

state, pull them down or

closure.

transform them.

Make use of education to

Bringing nature to meet the

change behavioural habits,

city. Don’t let the city

impose fines and implement

overpower nature.

community service.

Clean the river, use the river.

Performances to educate.

Don’t let the noise kill the

Train recycling and remaking,

beauty. Promote the

keeping our spaces respected

current use of nature.

and clean.

THE STORYBOARD – MSUNDUZI

We have been desensitised to our current
conditions. Daily experiences reflect larger
issues - starting off feeling 'down to earth'
and ready for the day, harsh noises, filth
and unhealthy environments quickly lead

Padlock, wrapper, bead and
pin were discussed in relation
to people and the city.
We are at a unified point right
now. Similar challenges have
been dealt – lock with the
absence of a locker.

to exhaustion and an inability to focus on

Keys are my home, the

the positive.

ruler is a bridge - IT IS TOO

Everyone wants to survive and needs

CONGESTED WE NEED

money to survive.

MORE SPACE.

Bad choices are made, we
forgive them because we
cannot argue against them.
Participants felt they lacked
the power to disagree with
things that are happening
within the city

THE STORYBOARD – MSUNDUZI

Mismanaged funds.
Umbrella body holding
positive approaches taking action into own
hands.

Participants admitted to have
never been to areas on the
outskirts of the city, getting
The river as a place to

there is inconvenient.

expose different people

Cat as the animal shelter.

at different times.

Oil burner as a place of home.

Noise issues (neighbours,

Challenge disempowerment.

construction) - dealing with it.

Acknowledge people and

The noise is part of the nature

their voices.

of the city. It is not something
that can necessarily be
controlled.
The sound represents
movement and growth.

THE STORYBOARD – MSUNDUZI

Disconnection between school and
real life. Bound by confusion and noise
- “When I wake up I am ready for the
day, but when I get into the real life I

The highway forks: linking you
or taking you past it?

lose connection and energy. I need
the pre-workout energy tonic.” The

The river informs the

brush is a representation of the trees

connections with people and

and the headphones depict the noise.

places.

Creating more organised spaces.
The city is cleaned and the masses
litter again. Restoration of city
structures to create pride. Not being
detached from the space. Taking
ownership and having pride. Not
linked to education but the feeling
of hostility - feeling like it's not for you.

THE STORYBOARD – MSUNDUZI

The brush is a new message.
Daily objects (experiences) are
not acknowledged.
The bristles can be joined but
are there to brush things away.

Intro Session 1 & 2, 13th and 14th Aug 2020.Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Marcus Neustetter
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Visualisation Studio

The Wonder Tree
Msunduzi
This visualisation began with the base,
representing the surface of a new planet. This
was the starting point of the conversation that
was then conceptualised into a new structure,
terraforming to the specifics of the future ideals
of the new inhabitants. Culture and the
representation of culture and religion were the
centre of the topics raised. For the participants
to be able to inhabit the new planet, they must
first create a breathable atmosphere. Thus the
concept of a tree inspired this visualisation.
Ideas of what type of cultures should form the
roots of the tree were discussed. Leaves were
added, providing solutions on how culture,
religion and spaces could be changed or
safeguarded. The roots and branches are
compiled from arbitrarily cut pine wooden
blocks. This allowed for a non-repetitive
Open Session 2 – Future Tellers Ver 2: Cultural Astronauts 19th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes
for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Albertus van der Westhuizen

structural assembly.

Methods and Techniques:

• The methods used in this visualisation inform the
concept of terraforming. For the participants to be
able to inhabit the new planet, they must first create
a breathable atmosphere. Thus the concept of a
tree inspired this visualisation. Without trees, there
would be nothing that can produce breathable air.
• The starting point was the round base. The new
planet was left blank with the addition of some
yellow, indicating a fresh, new start.
• As the conversation began, ideas of what type of

activities. In a sense, each addition to the main
branches allowed participants to preserve their own
culture. One branch represents the protection of
culture, attached to this another branch represents
alternative displays of those cultures. The same was
done for sport and religion.
• Finally, the leaves were added providing solutions on
how culture, religion and spaces could be changed
or used to safeguard a united nation in the future.
The leaves are constructed out of notepaper. In a
conceptual sense, the leaves represent that of an

new cultures should form the root of the tree were

actual tree, which turns our CO2 gasses into oxygen

discussed.

making the air breathable. The notepaper leaves

• The roots are connected to how everyone had been

acting as solutions to the topic as a whole provide

taught about their culture or religion, such as rough

the simulation of taking in the bad and turning it to

hymns, songs, nursery rhymes or religious practices.
• Each branch of the tree represents a specific topic,
such as places of worship, sport and cultural

good.
• The tree is ‘growing’ out of a base of MDF. The roots
and branches are compiled from arbitrarily cut pine
wooden blocks. This allowed for a non-repetitive
structural assembly.

THE WONDER TREE – MSUNDUZI

Material/ key:
Base of the tree:
The base represents the surface of the new planet. This was the starting point of the conversation that was
then conceptualised into a new world, terraforming to the specifics of the future ideals of the new
inhabitants.

Open Session 2 – Future Tellers Ver 2: Cultural Astronauts 19th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative
Respondent: Albertus van der Westhuizen
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The Branches:
Material 2 x 2 pine
Each section of a branch was
connected to another section
that stemmed from the
conversation. For example, the
branch representing religion
would be connected to the
religious practice branch.
Therefore the branching out is
representative of the expansion
on subjects that will form part of
the new world.

Open Session 2 – Future Tellers Ver 2: Cultural Astronauts 19th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative
Respondent: Albertus van der Westhuizen
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The Leaves of the Tree:

Material: Note paper
Each leaf on the tree
represents a path forward, how
the branches of the tree can
be maintained throughout the
expansion of the new world.
The leaves, like the suggestions,
will create an atmosphere in
which the new world can
breathe and evolve better. The
leaves represent the solutions
to how this new world will be
maintained. For example, a
participant said that there
should be a monthly gathering
and sharing of cultural
practices and that this can be
done in open spaces.
Open Session 2 – Future Tellers Ver 2: Cultural Astronauts 19th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative
Respondent: Albertus van der Westhuizen
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Main topics and issues raised during session:
•

Finding a united nationality is difficult due to our

•

diversity.
•

Culture and the representation of culture, religion and

to a temple/ church.
•

practices were the centre of the topics raised.
•

•

Cultures cannot be rooted into one image or idea,

to traditional modes of thinking.
•

Culture/ religion shouldn’t be represented by one

event.

cultures).

•

Keep the positive elements of culture and separate
them from current elements that are negative.

•

Educate all people on the importance of religion,
culture and history.

•

There should be no payment required to view or learn
about someone else's culture, religion and/or history.

•

•

Culture and religion should be represented, not by
images, but with actual objects.

Cities should be eradicated of apartheid spatial
planning, turn it into more integrated planning.

If culture is represented in a museum, then there
should be a museum for every possible culture.

•

Participants suggested that education on different
cultures and religions should be a monthly collective

(architecture, graffiti and murals that educate on

•

Participants found it difficult to envision the future due

they should co-exist.

museum, rather it should take on new forms

•

Home based worship should be as important as going

Children should be educated at school level about
different cultural and religious practices.

•

Knowledge passed on from elders should be

Issues around religious practice should be made more

accompanied with explanations on why certain

comfortable, whether it is at home or chosen public

practices are done in specific ways.

spaces.

THE WONDER TREE – MSUNDUZI

•

Cultural practices need to adapt to future times.

Participatory Exhibition:

Suggested Titles

If the work was to take the form of a participatory
exhibition which has interactive elements, then the

• Growing Futures

suggested format should take the following forms:

• The Wonder Tree
• Tree of Wonder

• The Tanabata festival: This festival is known as the
Star festival; in Japanese tradition you would write

• Growing knowledge
• Rooted Future

your wish or a wish on a colourful strip of paper that
is hung or placed on the branches of a bamboo
tree.
• The suggestion here would be to have a large tree
built out of pine and assembled in a space.
Coloured paper with suggestions on how the future
city should function could be added to the tree by
the public.
• Another option is to have people interact with the
roots and branches of the tree. For example, the
roots can be decorated by exhibition participants
with words or visualisations relating to culture and
creed. This can also be done with the branches.
Alternatively, people could create their own trees
that might be exhibited as a collective, creating a
garden or forest.

THE WONDER TREE – MSUNDUZI

Reference Image, The Star Festival:
https://www.worldreligionnews.com/religion-news/
tanabata-festival-stars

THE UNIVERSE OF UNLIMITED SPACE
MSUNDUZI

THE UNIVERSE OF UNLIMITED SPACE
MSUNDUZI
Open Session 2, Future Tellers Ver 2: Cultural Astronauts, 19th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Lavinia Williams-Otto.

Visualisation Studio

The Universe of
Unlimited Space
Msunduzi

This visualisation took the form of a solar
system compiled out of explosions of colours
and shapes. Tangible aspects of culture, in
the form of polystyrene balls and papercuts,
were imagined to be placed into a
spaceship, landing/ crashing onto the black
background to create a future city. Oil
pastels were used to create balance.

Open Session 2 Future Tellers Ver 2: Cultural Astronauts 19th Aug 2020.Creative outcomes for
Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Lavinia Williams-Otto
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• Different layers of texture and colours emerge from

Main topics and issues raised during session:

different material combinations.
• The lighter surface in front of the dark background is

• Finding a united nationality.

symbolic of the city moving from ‘old’ into the ‘new’.

• Effectively representing cultures, religion and history in
a way that allows for differences to co-exist.
•

Suggested Titles

Education on culture and religion is paramount.

• Tangible and intangible aspects of culture and history.

• Unlimited open space
• Universe unchained

Methods and Techniques:
• The visualisation takes on the form of a solar system.

Participatory Exhibition:

• A square wooden board was painted black and used

• Explosions of colour and shapes of varying sizes can

for the visualisation.

be integrated and translated into open spaces. These

• Polystyrene balls of varying sizes were used for the

can be created by people from all age groups and

planets.

backgrounds.

• Paint was used as a colour base and for the
background.
• Paper cuts were used in different sizes, shapes, and
colours to bring variation.
• White oil pastels were used to create balance in the
visualisation.
• Toothpicks were used to pin the notes onto the
polystyrene balls and Prestik was used to paste paper
cuts directly onto the board.

Reference images for an explosion of stars
https://wallsheaven.com/wall-murals/abstract-background-of-lightexplosion.-starburst.-sunbeams.-the-elements-of-this-image-furnished-bynasa.-D422780096

THE UNIVERSE OF UNLIMITED SPACE - MSUNDUZI

Material/ key:

All the tangible aspects are
transformed into the future city and
open spaces.

The planets in the
visualisation are
representative of the
golden record sent into
space. We gathered
information on culture and
history to build a new
future city in space.

All the tangible aspects were put
into a spaceship and sent into
space where it crashed onto a
black dark square (the surface/
background of the visualisation).

The past, connecting us to
apartheid, also forms part of
our history that is portrayed
as the dark side.

Open Session 2, Future Tellers Ver 2: Cultural Astronauts, 19th Aug 2020. Creative outcomes for Msunduzi Visualisations. Creative Respondent: Lavinia Williams-Otto.
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Visualisation Studio
•

•

The colours represent different
perspectives and their distribution is
influenced by individual responses to
the set of three standard questions.
The topography of the terrain is
formed when key perspectives meet.
When perspectives are aligned there
is a higher peak.

TEXT TO COLOUR
Msunduzi
Introduction: about the common thread
The Republic of South Africa is a Rainbow Nation.
The individual needs of a population just under 60

The 3-D wireframe is a
schematic
of the
topography.

million people of various ethnic, cultural, socioeconomic, religious and all other related
demographics are very broad. However, all citizens
seem to share similar wishes and perspectives.
These shared ideals form a common thread across
the nation. From clean public spaces, better
transport facilities, art and general peace &
stability, there are to be found a set of near
identical perspectives and desires despite the huge
differences in an equally large population. These
common threads are sought out, identified and
explored in these visualisations.

Main Issues from the session

The data mined from each city is then represented in 3

After observing that every city’s respondents have

different ways. A radar graph, and a topographical

their own perspectives unique to their geography, the

representation that also comes with a separate 3-D

idea was born to quantify their qualitative differences

wire-frame which is a schematic of the topography.

numerically then represent them with colour.

The three representations are formed by the average
responses of respondents to the three standard

Methods and Techniques

questions.

The respondents from each city were asked three
standard questions and their responses give unique

Participatory Exhibition & Alternative Forms:

representations of their different perspectives to the

A simplified spreadsheet that participants are

same standard questions.

welcome to add their inputs - can be created. After
the end of the exhibition, the final output can be

The Three Standard Questions
1. Wish on anything you like for your future city
2. Think of our future city. Give it a personality. Imagine
that the city is alive that it is a being.

3. What are the things that we need to put in place to
make this a creative city? What are the tools that we
need? The right people to bring in to make that a
reality. To get to that reality.

TEXT TO COLOUR - MSUNDUZI

printed out making a unique representation of that
exhibition. The output will represent a collective
perspective based on responses. Much like a mass
graphic palm reading.
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Visualisation Studio

Commissioned by the South African Cities Network

Facilitators and Creative Respondents:

Funders and partners in the built environment programme

Gabriella Peppas | Marcus Neustetter | Stephen Hobbs | Pauline
Borton | Tammy Palesa Stewart | Ciara Struwig | Tariro Moyo |
Albertus van der Westhuizen | Lavinia Williams-Otto | Jacques Nel

Implemented by Ilifindo and The Trinity Session

Launched at Urban Month

